Now on this day I'm at work standing by the freeze a lady officer come up and there start it talk to my boss as I just stand there calm and relax laughing minding my business. Just got done from drink a root beer it was cold to. Now out of know wear with know heads up or nothing I don't know if she was drunk or under the influence or off some medicate but she flip out and put her hands on me and the disturb part she did not care about me or the camera. Now I was hurt but you violation me big so as far as the cant-ten my boss and the other workers it got real quiet I mean shocking stunning like if you seen a ghost I'm telling the honest God truth. It was like a turtle was and there because a turtle is quiet and just eat. Now the way I live today I'm bless special and understand wise Raynor Jones a man of wisdom being humble I let it go and did not damage the officer as well as the family of the officer.
and the canteen (asmile) I'm pride of self because to wrongs don't make it right also I never done nothing wrong I just had to be the one to be laugh at shame and victimize going through a other struggle I'm all ready lock up. But today I have compassion what I'm doing is forgiving, a other accomplishment, relieve success the right thing because I understand I'm Anointed I have gratitude and it feel real good because when you did not think it was possible I'm showing the world it is. Also remember faith with out work is nothing so I have to tell the truth as I think about all the people I damage destroy disrespect the reason I'm going through this so I can share with my reads I forgive the person and I let it go because my bless God giving me a second chance to have freedom and become the person I am a angel do the right thing thank you

Raynon Jones